
The Mid-autumn Festival

zhōnɡ qiū jié

中秋节中秋节中秋节中秋节



About the Festival

Time: the fifteenth  day 
of the eighth lunar month

Purpose of the festival:
1)To celebrate the harvest.
2)A time for families to 2)A time for families to 
get-together



Moon Ceremony

Initially, Chinese would 

hold a ceremony to offer 

sacrifices to worship the 

God of Land to express 

thanks for giving the thanks for giving the 

harvest. But now …



Famous poems:

In the still of the night

When will the moon be clear and bright?
When will the moon be clear and 

bright?



A long long time ago, there were ten suns in 

the sky. They dried almost everything to burn. 

People suffered terribly. 

Hou-Yi Shot Suns Down

So, the Heaven Emperor sent a god Hou-

Yi and his wife to Chang-E to human 

being world to solve the problem. He shot 

down nine suns and kept only one in the down nine suns and kept only one in the 

sky, as that is the best and useful to 

human beings.

However, some else envied  

him very so they went the 

Emperor and said some bad 

words about him. The Emperor 

decided to deny Hou-Yi and his 

wife return to Heaven.  



Chang-E (嫦娥) Story

Hou-Yi went to see the Xi-Queen 

Mother of the Western Heavens 

and begged her for some medicine 

that could make both living forever 

if they shared the medicine, or 

make one ascend back to the 

heaven world if just one intake it.heaven world if just one intake it.

Since Chang-E did not like to live 

in human world, she took it by 

herself when Hou-Yi was out, and 

she flew to the Moon, and lived in 

the moon palace lonely, with a jade 

rabbit with her only.  



yuè bǐnɡ

Ingredients:

wheat powder, sugar, 

peanut oil,





When will the moon be clear and bright?

Singer: Fay Wang

Lyricist: Su Shi (1037～～～～1101)

When will the moon be clear and bright?

With a cup of wine in my hand, I ask the blue sky.

I don't know what season it would be in the heavens on this night.

I'd like to ride the wind to fly home.

Yet I fear the crystal and jade mansions are much too high and cold

Dancing with my moon-lit shadow

It does not seem like the human worldIt does not seem like the human world

The moon rounds the red mansion Stoops to silk-pad doors

Shines upon the sleepless Bearing no grudge

Why does the moon tend to be full when people are apart?

People may have sorrow or joy, be near or far apart

The moon may be dim or bright, wax or wane

This has been going on since the beginning of time.

May we all be blessed with longevity.

Though far apart, we are still able to share the beauty of the moon.


